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4 of 4 review helpful Real life brought together with friendship and all that life brings By Barbara L This book took 
me right into the lives of these women who throughout the years have maintained friendships with normal ups and 
downs of real life as volunteers in their Synagogue It was touching and sad as well as factual and funny A real good 
and well written women s book 4 of 4 review helpful Life long Jewish friends Naomi Miriam and Becky are 
approaching middle age gracefully and are content despite a few hot flashes and mood swings until life tosses each 
woman a crisis When Becky the daughter of Holocaust survivors learns of her only son s engagement to a non Jew she 
rallies against the marriage and becomes obsessed with finding him a Jewish bride Naomi whose husband left her for a 
man crushing her small amount of self confiden 
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